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A fabolous cozy crime title by  Sara Olsson. Enjoy!

Sunflower street has always been in impeccable condition thanks to Anki Braun,
the self-appointed orderly of the neighborhood called Summer Meadow. But when
Anki's husband falls ill and they are forced to move from their beloved  house,
everything changes. The neighbors, who felt compelled to follow Anki's rules, now
finally get a chance to blossom.

Newcomers to Summer Meadow, the Perlemans, plan to start a family while
working hard renovating their newly purchased house. But their progress soon
arouses emotions, not only in the neighbors but perhaps above all in the house's
previous owner - Anki has a very hard time staying away from her old
neighborhood.

When a death suddenly occurs, and Anki is also observed at the scene, police officer
Christian Håkansson takes on the investigation. Is it an accident - or a murder? And
in case of a murder, who in Summer Meadow has a motive to kill ?
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